
Today 11/09/2011 – 

Six months Fukushima black anniversary and  

10th black anniversary of 9/11 event 

 

The crimogenic structure of the worlds financial and legal structure has never been more dangerous 

for the Life on Earth than it is today. A year ago BSRRW declared illegal the Swedish Parliament´s 

decision of expansion of Nuclear Power production on the 17/06/2011 (http://www.bsrrw.org/wp-

content/uploads/2010/08/BS-Tour-Sthlm-2010-Ditta.pdf ). A year later we know that even one of the 

richest countries in the world, Japan, does not have a government and laws that would protect the 

People. Criminal industrial cartells have taken over the states and the governments world wide and 

state agencies are their puppet mercenaries. Final nuclear repositories in Finland are being built by 

the same criminal KBS-3 methodology with two failure scenarios of which are described in the 

Swedish SKB Forsmark repository application to the SSM.se to result in annual doses approaching the 

individual fatal dose already within 200 years! And they build it on the very coast of the Baltic Sea! 

Children in Fukushima are dying of heart attacks and still the children are not evacuated!!! See Pr 

Chris Busy´s on video and read the report on the issue of heart attacks as the main cause of death 

after nuclear contamination, and their physiological mechanism 

(http://www.bsrrw.org/?page_id=1515 )  

Baltic Sea is the worlds most radioactive sea but You will not hear this on any mass media network or 

from the MEPs! People are still left without a clue and have no media access worth naming. 

Let´s unite our good spirits and loving hearts in a new structure of the society – a loving and caring 

one. Let´s deconstruct this state tyrany monster that beslaves our People submitting them to lies and 

systemic imprisonment. Let´s demand referendums for a NEW STATE MODEL that does not longer 

even have a chance to commit crimes towards it´s People. Let´s return back to the Tings Rätten law 

system where 12 local people can judge common law. Let´s not submit to the tyrany of Parties that 

represent only 1 % of the people as 99 % don´t join the Parties, that are controled by the Global 

Corporations and the Nuclear Industry. Only a proper systemic change can save the life systems, so 

fragile and exposed to a whole matrix of threats!  

Enough of fear, violence and chaos. We need all inclusive loving competence – the return to the  

Original, Organic Order of point 0 – LOVE. We are creating the systemic structure of the society of 

Love on www.NationalState.INFO . Be there U2 ! 

Study the radioactivity in the Baltic Sea Region on www.BSRRW.org and protect Yourself, Your loved 

ones and the Life itself. 

 
Ditta Rietuma 
General secretary, BSRRW.org 
Baltic Sea Region Radioactivity Watch 
+46-703 999 069 
+371-298 110 64 
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